Molecular interaction data exists in a number of repositories, each with its own data format, molecule identifier and information coverage. Michigan molecular interactions (MiMI) assists scientists searching through this profusion of molecular interaction data. The original release of MiMI gathered data from well-known protein interaction databases, and deep merged this information while keeping track of provenance. Based on the feedback received from users, MiMI has been completely redesigned. This article describes the resulting MiMI Release 2 (MiMIr2). New functionality includes extension from proteins to genes and to pathways; identification of highlighted sentences in source publications; seamless two-way linkage with Cytoscape; query facilities based on MeSH/GO terms and other concepts; approximate graph matching to find relevant pathways; support for querying in bulk; and a user focus-group driven interface design. MiMI is part of the NIH's National Center for Integrative Biomedical Informatics (NCIBI) and is publicly available at: http://mimi.ncibi.org.
INTRODUCTION
Both the volume and number of data sources in molecular biology are increasing rapidly. Often multiple resources provide overlapping, partial and polymorphic views of the same data. Scientists often wish to piece together data from multiple source databases. Many web sites today recognize this need and provide one-stop access to multiple external databases. These include (1) (2) (3) (4) to name a few. The IMEx consortium (http://imex.sf.net/) facilitates sharing of interaction information across multiple databases maintained by independent curators. However, all of these databases perform 'shallow integration': they make access convenient for the user by making all data available at one place, but make no attempt to pull that data into a cohesive whole. Source databases have overlapping coverage, resulting in multiple entries of the same information in the integrated result. For example, the same source publication may be cited in the interaction record in DIP, BIND, HPRD and BioGRID.
Michigan molecular interactions (MiMI) helps scientists search through large quantities of information by integrating all information from participating data sources through the process of deep merging. As a result, redundant data are removed and related data are combined. Furthermore, in doing so, MiMI keeps track of the 'provenance' of each piece of information, or from where it was obtained. A website with this functionality was launched about 2 years ago, and described in (5) . Since then, we have received a great deal of feedback, and have made further progress in integrating information. A completely redone MiMI Release 2 (MiMIr2) is now being released, and is the subject of this article. Noteworthy new features are mentioned below.
MiMI is a component of the NIH's National Center for Integrative Biomedical Informatics (http://www.ncibi. org), and is available at: http://mimi.ncibi.org free of charge, and with no registration required. A dump of MIMIr2 data is also available for free, but comes with some limitations on use and requires a license agreement.
BIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS
A central need for many scientists is to place a protein interaction in context-either in terms of genes that code for these proteins or in terms of pathways of which this interaction may be a part. MiMIr2 facilitates this by integrating relevant data from NCBI Entrez Gene on the one hand, and Reactome and KEGG on the other; and also by providing novel graph browsing and graph searching capabilities (described in the next section).
MiMIr1 had information primarily regarding protein interactions, designed for scientists to query based on proteins of interest. We found, however, that most users had genes rather than proteins of interest. We also found many users cursory in mapping from genes of interest to proteins of interest-it is tempting to take the known gene name, assume that it codes for exactly one protein, and that the protein it codes for has the same name as the gene. We all know this is not always the case, but we do it nonetheless, getting results that are less than satisfactory. MiMIr2 remains an interaction database, but uses genes rather than proteins as the central identifying entity. Users ask about relationships between genes, and are informed about interacting products of these genes.
One important purpose of looking at protein (or gene) interactions is to determine biological pathways of interest in which the subject genes plays a role. MiMIr2 has imported pathways from KEGG (6) and Reactome (7). For each gene and for each interaction, MiMIr2 can be used to find pathways in which it participates.
IDENTITY
The issue of identity is determining when two database entries refer to the same real world object. If two proteins have an almost identical sequence of amino acids and are expressed in the same organism, then they are likely to be the same. MiMIr1 included many rules, such as this, to figure out when two databases referred to the same protein. While this worked well for the most part, we found many protein fragments, and other variants, were recorded as separate molecules. When a scientist queried for a particular protein, these variants would not be returned, since they were considered distinct entities.
Given the introduction of gene as the primary query entity in MiMIr2, we had a natural way to address this vexing identity question by mapping proteins to their coding genes. Now, two variants, even if treated as distinct proteins, can still be associated with the same gene. When a user queries for interactions associated with this gene, all proteins and fragments, and their interactions, are returned.
QUERY SPECIFICATION
MiMIr1 provided a wide variety of query interfaces, including a form-based interface and a visual query builder. However, we found that most users had a strong preference for an unfielded 'Google-style' search box into which they could enter query terms of their choice and then sift through returned results. (users also liked point and click query specifications-see next section on Cytoscape). As such, MiMIr2 has simplified its query interface to provide users with a single query box.
The only field requiring explicit specification is the organism of interest, if there is one. Users can enter anything at all, including words used in a textual description field, including associations with a disease or biological process or molecular function. To support such queries better, we associate GO (8) labels with MiMIr2 entries.
This resulted in a very useful query facility. However, there frequently are a number of genes associated with a biological term. Our system would order these based on information retrieval metrics, which may not match a scientist's view of relative importance. To help address this, we developed a tool, Gene2Mesh, which could be used to go from a MeSH (9) 
Gene2Mesh uses occurrence frequency to estimate importance of connection. However, not all occurrences are equally important. If we wish to find genes that are central to a particular disease or process, we should expect them to be centrally located in a graph of genes related to that disease or process. This notion of graph centrality is exploited to rank genes in a new tool, GIN (10,11), part of CLAIRLIB (12) . MiMIr2 also integrates GIN, so that users can choose genes of importance related to a specific biological concept. Note that Gene2Mesh and GIN provide a means for users to learn about new genes related to a concept of interest.
It is natural, when specifying queries, to consider one gene at a time. Clicking through from query results also works one click, to a specific gene, at a time. Yet, there is a class of scientists who are interested in sets of genes, for example, a set that is differentially over-expressed in some microarray experiment. In MiMIr2, we added a setof-genes functionality to support such users. Users can either type in a list of gene symbols or gene IDs, or import a file containing these, and use that to query MiMIr2 through a special interface set up explicitly for this purpose. Once they are past this step, everything else works just as for single gene specifiers.
VIEWING INFORMATION
We observed scientists using MiMIr1, and also conducted focus groups, to identify result presentation features that users liked and disliked. Based on this feedback, we created a very sparse, but maximally informative, user interface, with every screen laid out carefully, and designed to work whether the number of returned results is 2 or 2000. By making the front page simple and minimalist in MiMIr2, we invite the user to type anything and get started with viewing useful results. Figure 1 shows the results of a query for the gene ABC1. The user is presented upfront with information, such as organism, aliases, description, GO cellular component, GO molecular function and GO biological process in order to facilitate identification and confirmation by the user. If the user determines this to be the gene of interest, quick links to further gene and protein information, interaction information, pathways and documentation exist for quick and easy navigation.
Sometimes a user may just wish to browse the database. Once a gene of interest is located, for example, a scientist may want to look around and see what else is there 'in the neighborhood'. To support such use, we developed a browsing interface. The user can look through sets of genes that have the same values for one or more of several attributes.
Additionally, many scientists find a visual interface useful to see a graph of interactions. Cytoscape (13) is a popular tool widely used for this purpose. MiMIr1 permitted users to export lists of interactions in SIF format, which could be read and viewed in a Cytoscape browser. However, there were several limitations: output storage, cytoscape initialization, format limitations, inability to query-on-the-fly with MiMI, etc. All of these issues have been addressed in MiMIr2 through the creation of a MiMI plugin for Cytoscape (14) and through the development of a single-click web start version of Cytoscape that can be invoked from the MiMI web site. Most pages in the MiMI web site now have a clickable link to Cytoscape that will lead the user to a Cytoscape browser session. Users starting from Cytoscape now have access to MiMI data, including all gene and interaction attributes, so that they can query based on these while remaining in the Cytoscape environment. The MiMI plugin for Cytoscape has already been downloaded 2318 times since its release earlier this year.
Cytoscape is a large software package with many features. While we know many scientists who absolutely love it, we found others who have never used it and found the learning curve too steep to invest the effort required to become effective users. To address this section of our user base, we developed a stripped down 'NetBrowser' in Adobe Flash, with extremely limited functionality, but with a very simple interface that any one can use without training. From most MiMIr2 pages, the user can get to NetBrowser and see a set of interactions visually rather than in tabular form.
Pathway databases have traditionally had their own visual representations of pathways, and we have preserved these as we integrated pathway data in MiMIr2. Moreover, we have provided a unique pathway search capability through SAGA (15, 16) . Once the user has identified a set of interacting genes of interest in NetBrowser, this interacting set can be used to query for pathways in which similar interaction patterns of these genes can be found (by clicking the button, 'Export to SAGA' from within NetBrowser).
DATA VERIFICATION
Scientists typically want to understand where data came from before they are willing to trust it. Being cognizant of this, in MiMIr1, we carefully preserved provenance information regarding the source of every piece of data, and we continue to do this in MiMIr2. Many interaction databases provide them with PubMed IDs of publications from which a fact was derived (and this information was preserved in MiMIr1). The user is then free to obtain the original publication and peruse it to determine the reliability of the reported interaction.
MiMIr2 provides a unique capability, grounded in natural language processing, for the user to look up, while in MiMIr2 itself, the specific sentences in cited publications from which the interaction information was derived, with extracted terms of importance highlighted. (After search, click on the Gene name to see gene detail; scroll to Related Documents and click on View.) Figure 2 shows a sample of the available information. The user is thus saved the effort of locating and reading the entirety of the cited publication-rather their attention is immediately drawn to the few sentences that are likely to matter the most.
DATA SETS
MiMI currently has over 3.7 million interactions, along with information about approximately 3.5 million genes, 19.2 million molecules and 1288 pathways. Table 1 contains the list of sources in MiMI and their contributions. Additionally, supplementary protein information was integrated from: GO (8), InterPro (26) , IPI (27) , miBLAST (28) , OrganelleDB (29) , OrthoMCL (30) PFam (31) and ProtoNet (32) . Figure 2 . Natural language processing identification of sentences within a document dealing with information of interest.
